
Zero search time

Most lawyers would rather serve their clients than search for forms.  
ACL Family Law’s library includes the most common family law forms and 
documents required by practices in Alberta and British Columbia, along 
with your own custom content, so you can focus on what you do best – 
providing expert legal advice.

Zero form fill

Filling out complex forms can be tedious work. ACL Family Law 
eliminates re-keying. Enter party-specific data once through a simple 
series of dialogs, and it automatically populates across all the relevant 
family law court forms, correspondence, and agreements. 

Zero calculating

Dividing household assets is a calculation-intensive exercise. ACL Family 
Law features built-in calculations, maintaining income and expense 
details, and valuations and apportionments of all spousal assets and 
liabilities. This greatly simplifies the completion of financial forms, 
including BC’s Form F8 and Alberta’s Budget of Expenses, among others.

Zero implementation and training cost 

Deploying a new product shouldn’t be costly or time-consuming.  
ACL Family Law includes free implementation, training, and support,  
and usage-based pricing that eliminates fixed and recurring expenses. 

Zero missed deadlines 

Missing a deadline can be costly, for all parties involved. ACL’s Task 
Manager provides a matter-centric view of critical dates, and due and 
overdue tasks, with to-do lists at-a-glance, and email notifications, so 
you’ll never miss a deadline again.

Relevant output and 
forms simplified

Family law cases can be 

complex. ACL Family Law, for 

practices in Alberta and British 

Columbia, creates a complete 

set of formatted documents 

automatically through one-time 

entry of matter-specific data. 

n  Comprehensive court forms 

library with real-time updates, 

as well as cohabitation, pre- and 

post-marriage, separation, and 

family property agreements

n  Simple on-screen dialogs capture 

essential case details

n  Automated merging of case-

specific data with commonly used 

court forms, correspondence,  

and agreements

n  Intuitive “smart workspace” with 

what-if calculations for multiple 

property division scenarios
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